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Abstract.
Background: Effective therapeutics for Alzheimer’s disease are needed. However, previous clinical trials have pre-determined
a single treatment modality, such as a drug candidate or therapeutic procedure, which may be unrelated to the primary drivers
of the neurodegenerative process. Therefore, increasing data set size to include the potential contributors to cognitive decline
for each patient, and addressing the identified potential contributors, may represent a more effective strategy.
Objective: To determine whether a precision medicine approach to Alzheimer’s disease and mild cognitive impairment is
effective enough in a proof-of-concept trial to warrant a larger, randomized, controlled clinical trial.
Methods: Twenty-five patients with dementia or mild cognitive impairment, with Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA)
scores of 19 or higher, were evaluated for markers of inflammation, chronic infection, dysbiosis, insulin resistance, pro-
tein glycation, vascular disease, nocturnal hypoxemia, hormone insufficiency or dysregulation, nutrient deficiency, toxin or
toxicant exposure, and other biochemical parameters associated with cognitive decline. Brain magnetic resonance imaging
with volumetrics was performed at baseline and study conclusion. Patients were treated for nine months with a personalized,
precision medicine protocol, and cognition was assessed at t = 0, 3, 6, and 9 months.
Results: All outcome measures revealed improvement: statistically significant improvement in MoCA scores, CNS Vital
Signs Neurocognitive Index, and Alzheimer’s Questionnaire Change score were documented. No serious adverse events were
recorded. MRI volumetrics also improved.
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Conclusion: Based on the cognitive improvements observed in this study, a larger, randomized, controlled trial of the precision
medicine therapeutic approach described herein is warranted.

Keywords: Clinical trial, mild cognitive impairment, MRI volumetrics, neurodegeneration, systems medicine

INTRODUCTION

Neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s
disease, frontotemporal dementia, and amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis are without effective therapeutics.
There are approximately six million people with
Alzheimer’s disease in the United States, and at least
one study estimates that it has become the third
leading cause of death [1]. Unfortunately, therapeu-
tic approaches to date have not led to sustainable
improvements, and the best results from recent clin-
ical trials have been to slow cognitive decline rather
than improve cognition or halt decline [2].

In the field of oncology, a personalized, preci-
sion medicine approach, in which the presumptive
molecular drivers of the disease process are targeted
therapeutically, has improved outcomes in at least
some studies [3]. However, this strategy has not been
applied successfully to neurodegenerative diseases.
One complicating feature of such an application is
that the etiology of Alzheimer’s disease remains con-
troversial, with many competing theories, such as the
theory that Alzheimer’s disease is “type 3 diabetes”
[4], or is due to chronic Herpes simplex infection [5],
or due to amyloid-� [6], or to misfolded proteins such
as tau [7], or prions [8], among numerous other theo-
ries, none of which, when addressed in isolation, has
led to effective treatment. However, epidemiological,
pathological, toxicological, genetic, and biochemi-
cal studies have provided candidate mechanisms for
the neurodegeneration associated with Alzheimer’s
disease, such as neuroinflammation [9], insulin resis-
tance [10], and reduction in trophic support [11].

Addressing these candidate mechanisms with a
precision medicine-based protocol has led to anec-
dotal reports of cognitive improvement in patients
with Alzheimer’s disease and its forerunner, mild
cognitive impairment (MCI) [12–14]. These anecdo-
tal reports have provided support for the execution
of a proof-of-concept trial, the results of which are
presented herein.

METHODS

Participants

Twenty-five patients with Alzheimer’s disease
or mild cognitive impairment, ages 50–76, were

Table 1
Demographics of study patients

Age 50–76

Gender
Female 13
Male 12

APOE alleles
2/3 2
3/3 11
3/4 8
4/4 4

Education
High school 1
Some college 2
College graduate 11
Post-graduate 11

recruited to three clinical sites: Walnut Creek, Cali-
fornia; San Rafael, California; and Ashland, Oregon.
Note that 28 patients were originally recruited, but
due to COVID-19 or family circumstances, three ter-
minated prior to the first (3-month) follow-up—one
due to COVID-19 before treatment initiation, and the
other two did not complete pre-treatment tests and
thus did not meet criteria for entry into the study.
Therefore, these three patients were not included in
the study analysis. Of the 25 patients (13 women
and 12 men) who met criteria to initiate treatment,
all completed the study. Four were homozygous for
APOE4, 8 were heterozygous for APOE4, 11 were
homozygous for APOE3, and 2 were heterozygous
for APOE2 and APOE3. Demographics are listed in
Table 1.

Inclusion criteria were the following: age 45–76
years; cognitive impairment, as demonstrated by
a combination of Alzheimer’s Questionnaire (AQ-
21)>5 and either Montreal Cognitive Assessment
(MoCA) of 19–26 or CNS Vital Signs <50th per-
centile in at least two subtests or <70th percentile for
the Neurocognitive Index (NCI). Thus all patients had
multiple areas of impairment as judged by their sig-
nificant others or study partners, as well as cognitive
testing indicative of MCI or dementia.

Exclusion criteria were the following: MoCA score
<19; uncontrolled major medical illness such as
seizures, cardiovascular disease, or cancer; a major
psychiatric diagnosis that affected activities of daily
living; ongoing psychoactive medications known to
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impact cognition; ongoing statin use, unless eligible
to discontinue; ongoing anticoagulant therapy or
history of deep vein thrombosis; MRI findings of
hydrocephalus, cerebral infarct, extensive white mat-
ter disease, or intracranial neoplasm; symptomatic
traumatic brain injury; lack of study partner (family
member or caregiver); history of breast cancer; inabil-
ity to exercise; lack of computer access; potential for
pregnancy; diagnosis of a neurodegenerative disease
other than Alzheimer’s disease (e.g., frontotemporal
dementia); previous or ongoing treatment for MCI or
dementia with the protocol used here or a very similar
approach.

Evaluation

Standard physical and neurological examinations
were performed on each patient. Trained external
raters (i.e., unaffiliated with the treatment teams)
performed and assessed the MoCA. Computerized
neuropsychological assessment batteries were per-
formed using CNS Vital Signs, which samples
multiple domains (verbal memory, visual mem-
ory, simple attention, complex attention, cognitive
flexibility, executive function, processing speed, psy-
chomotor speed, motor speed, and reaction time)
as well as providing an overall NCI and composite
memory score. The AQ-21 is an informant-based sub-
jective assessment with sensitivity and specificity for
amnestic MCI and Alzheimer’s disease of over 90%
[15], answered by the significant other or study part-
ner, with scores ranging from 0 (no problems noted)
to 27 (all positive responses to questions regarding
impairment). A score of 5–14 is compatible with mild
cognitive impairment, and 15–27 is compatible with
dementia. Twenty-two of the patients in this study
had AQ-21 of 6–14 and three had AQ-21 of 15–18.

Genetic testing was carried out using the Intel-
lxxDNA clinical decision support tool. This allowed
us to evaluate a few hundred genomic variants that
can contribute to cognitive decline, including APOE
genotype, markers for hypercoagulation (e.g., Factor
V Leiden), detoxification (e.g., null alleles affecting
glutathione-related enzymes and other detoxifica-
tion pathways), and methylation (e.g., MTHFR and
MTRR), as well as a variety of other markers asso-
ciated with cognitive decline such as gene variants
contributing to brain hormone levels, inflammation,
and nutrient transport.

Biochemical tests and biomarkers were performed
to identify markers of insulin resistance (HOMA-
IR), protein glycation (hemoglobin A1c), vascular

disease (advanced lipid panel, C-reactive protein,
homocysteine), systemic inflammation (C-reactive
protein, fibrinogen, homocysteine), chronic infection
(titers for Herpes family viruses (Herpes sim-
plex type 1, Herpes simplex type 2, Epstein-Barr
virus, and Human herpesvirus 6), Borrelia, Babesia,
Bartonella, Treponema pallidum, Human immunode-
ficiency virus, and Hepatitis C virus), gastrointestinal
health (stool analysis of gut pathogens, digestion,
absorption, gut immune markers, and microbiome
analysis), hormone dysregulation (serum estradiol,
progesterone, pregnenolone, DHEA sulfate, testos-
terone (free and total), sex-hormone binding globulin,
prostate-specific antigen (in males), free T3, free
T4, reverse T3, and TSH), nutrient status (B vita-
mins, vitamin D, vitamin E, magnesium, zinc,
copper, CoQ10, lipoic acid, omega-6:omega-3 ratio,
omega-3 index), toxin or toxicant exposure (metals,
organic toxicants, and biotoxins (urinary mycotox-
ins)), autoimmune markers (e.g., thyroid peroxidase,
thyroglobulin, anti-nuclear antigen), immunoglob-
ulins, CD57, nocturnal hypoxemia (oximetry to
identify sleep apnea and upper airway resistance syn-
drome), and other biochemical parameters associated
with cognitive decline.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain
with volumetrics was performed for each patient,
during initial evaluation and again at the comple-
tion of the 9-month treatment protocol. All scans at
baseline and follow-up were performed on clinical 3-
Tesla MRI scanners with either MPRAGE or SPGR
sequences. Segmentation and quantification of the
hippocampus and total gray matter were carried out
computationally, as described previously [16]. Vol-
umetric change over the 9-month time period was
calculated on a percent annualized rate of change.
Additionally, each of these volume change rates was
adjusted for each participant’s total head size, com-
puted as the sum of gray matter, white matter, and
cerebrospinal fluid. Rates of change in brain vol-
umes of the hippocampus and total gray matter were
then compared to historical data from the indicated
references.

Treatment

Patients were treated for nine months with a per-
sonalized, precision medicine protocol that addressed
each patient’s identified potentially contributory fac-
tors, and cognition was assessed at t = 0, 3, 6, and 9
months. The goal was to identify and address the fac-
tors associated theoretically and epidemiologically
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(though in some cases yet to be proven causally)
with Alzheimer’s disease-related cognitive decline:
restore insulin sensitivity, improve hyperlipidemia,
resolve inflammation if present (and remove the
cause(s) of the inflammation), treat pathogens, opti-
mize energetic support (oxygenation, cerebral blood
flow, ketone availability, and mitochondrial function),
optimize trophic support (hormones, nutrients, and
trophic factors), treat autoimmunity if identified, and
detoxify if toxins were identified.

The treatment team included a health coach, nutri-
tionist, and a physical trainer, as well as the physician.

Diet was a plant-rich, high-fiber (soluble and insol-
uble), mildly ketogenic diet, high in leafy greens
and other non-starchy vegetables (raw and cooked),
high in unsaturated fats, low in glycemic load, with a
fasting period of 12–16 hours each night. Organic
produce, wild-caught low-mercury fish (salmon,
mackerel, anchovies, sardines, and herring), and
modest consumption of pastured eggs and meats were
encouraged, as well as avoidance of processed food,
simple carbohydrates, gluten-containing foods, and
dairy. Blood ketone levels were monitored with fin-
gerstick ketone meters, with a goal of 1.0–4.0 mM
beta-hydroxybutyrate. The importance of including
ketosis as a goal has been supported by the work of
Cunnane et al. [17].

Exercise, both aerobic and strength training, was
encouraged for at least 45 minutes per day, at least six
days per week (for aerobic exercise) and at least twice
per week (for strength training), and facilitated by
the personal trainers. High-intensity interval training
(HIIT) was recommended a minimum of twice per
week.

Sleep hygiene was supported to ensure 7-8 hours
of quality sleep per night, and all patients without
known sleep apnea were tested over several nights
using home sleep study devices. In those diagnosed
with sleep apnea or upper airway resistance syndrome
(UARS), referral for treatment with a continuous pos-
itive airway pressure apparatus (CPAP) or a dental
splint device (for those identified with UARS) was
provided.

Stress management included biofeedback and
heart-rate variability training with a HeartMath Inner
Balance for IOS device, for a minimum of 10 minutes
per day [18], chosen because of the ease of patient use
and thus high compliance.

Brain training was carried out using BrainHQ, a
HIPAA and SOC-2-compliant platform with empir-
ical validation [19], for a minimum of 15 minutes
daily. Participants trained on 29 cognitive exercises

that target the speed and accuracy of information pro-
cessing.

For those patients with suboptimal hormonal
status, bio-identical hormone replacement and appro-
priate supplements were provided to optimize
sex hormone levels [20], neurosteroids (dehy-
droepiandrosterone, pregnenolone, and vitamin D),
and thyroid medications as indicated for sub-optimal
thyroid function. For those with suboptimal nutrients
(e.g., vitamin D, omega-3, B vitamins, CoQ10, or
minerals), the appropriate nutrients were provided.

For those with gastrointestinal hyperpermeabil-
ity, infections, inflammation, or impaired absorption
and digestion, gut healing with dietary restriction,
gut-healing nutrients, and digestive enzyme support
if indicated, along with treatment of any identified
dysbiosis, was undertaken. Gastrointestinal hyper-
permeability was assessed by testing for antibody
response to the following permeability-related anti-
gens: actomyosin (IgA), occludin/zonulin (IgA, IgG,
IgM), and lipopolysaccharide (IgA, IgG, and IgM).

For those with evidence of systemic inflamma-
tion, pro-resolving mediators and anti-inflammatory
herbal supplements (such as liposomal glutathione,
fish oil, resveratrol, vitamins C and D, boswellia,
and quercetin) were provided, low-dose naltrexone
was prescribed (if there was evidence of autoim-
munity), and omega-3 fats included via diet and
supplements. Note that low-dose naltrexone was
chosen for those with autoimmunity because of its
ability to increase endorphins, which in turn bind
to lymphocyte receptors and regulate immune func-
tion, reducing autoimmune responses [21]. Three
patients who showed cognitive improvement by
six months but had residual systemic inflammation
utilized Fasting-Mimicking Diets (ProlonTM), begin-
ning at six months and continuing until the study
concluded.

Infectious agents associated with cognitive decline
or systemic inflammation were identified and treated.
For those with evidence of Herpes simplex infec-
tion or a history of outbreaks, valacyclovir was
prescribed for 2–6 months. Active Epstein-Barr
Virus was treated with herbal protocols (such as
Juniperus, Acer, and Tamarix). For those with evi-
dence of tick-borne infections [22] such as Borrelia,
Babesia, or Bartonella, organism-sensitive treatment
was prescribed with herbal anti-microbials, such as
Cryptolepis and Japanese knotweed [23] and immune
support.

For those with toxicity associated with metals
(e.g., mercury or lead), organic pollutants (e.g., ben-
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Table 2
Serum biochemical tests prior to, and following, treatment for 9 months

Test Pre-treatment Post-treatment Significance

Hs-CRP 2.29 ± 2.7 mg/L 0.89 ± 0.98 mg/L p < 0.05
Hemoglobin A1c 5.39 ± 0.36 % 5.18 ± 0.31 % p < 0.05
HOMA-IR 1.58 ± 1.32 1.23 ± 0.63 NS
TG:HDL ratio 1.37 ± 0.86 0.98 ± 0.44 p < 0.05
Homocysteine 10.53 ± 2.25 mM 8.04 ± 1.76 mM p < 0.01
Vitamin D (25-OH) 41.8 ± 14.2 ng/mL 51.5 ± 10.5 mg/mL p < 0.01

Significance was calculated using a paired t-test, two-tailed. Hs-CRP, high-sensitivity C-reactive protein. HOMA-IR, homeostasis model
assessment-estimated insulin resistance, calculated based on fasting insulin and fasting glucose (fasting insulin in mIU/L times fasting
glucose in mg/dL, divided by 405.45). TG:HDL ratio, serum triglyceride-to-high-density-lipoprotein ratio. Vitamin D was measured as
25-hydroxycholecalciferol. Post-treatment tests were taken at the conclusion of the 9-month protocol for each patient, as described in the
text. NS, not significant at p < 0.05.

zene, phthalates, or organophosphate insecticides),
or biotoxins (e.g., trichothecenes, ochratoxin A, or
gliotoxin), targeted detoxification was undertaken
with binding agents (e.g., cholestyramine or ben-
tonite clay), sauna, herbs, sulforaphane, and dietary
restriction of seafood if indicated.

RESULTS

Metabolic effects

Table 2 lists metabolic parameters prior to,
and at the conclusion of, the 9 months of treat-
ment. A significant reduction in inflammation was
observed (as reduction in serum high-sensitivity
C-reactive protein), a significant reduction in gly-
cation was observed (as reduction in hemoglobin
A1c), a non-significant reduction in insulin resistance
was observed (as HOMA-IR, homeostasis model
assessment-estimated insulin resistance), a signifi-
cant improvement in lipid profile was observed (as
reduction in triglyceride-to-high-density-lipoprotein
ratio), and a significant increase in serum vitamin D
was observed (as serum 25-hydroxycholecalciferol).

Cognition

The AQ-C is a subjective change scale that is
derived from the AQ-21. It is informant-based (sig-
nificant other or study partner) and has a range from
–40 (marked decline in all functions) to +40 (marked
improvement in all functions). A Likert-type scale
was used, such that the scoring for each of the 20
questions was –2 (much worse), –1 (slightly worse), 0
(no change), +1 (slightly better), or +2 (much better).

Overall results were categorized as no change with
a zero score, mild for a score change of 1 or 2 points
(mild decline for –1 to –2, and mild improvement for
+1 to +2), moderate for a change of 3 to 10 points, and

Table 3
AQ-C informant-estimated changes.

Result Count Percent

Marked Decline (–11 to –40) 2 8%
Moderate Decline (–3 to –10) 1 4%
Mild Decline (–1 to –2) 0 0%
No Change (0) 1 4%
Mild Improvement (+1 to +2) 3 12%
Moderate Improvement (+3 to +10) 4 16%
Marked Improvement (+11 to +40) 14 56%
Total Improved 21/25 84%

marked change for 11 and greater. Table 3 displays
the results.

Twenty-one of the 25 patients (84%) were rated as
improved by their study partners. Using the Wilcoxon
Signed Rank Test, the p-value for this outcome is
0.0005. Assuming a random distribution of estimates
from study partners of improvement vs. decline, this
result is also significant (p < 0.01) by chi-square and
binomial analyses. This indicates that the 25 partici-
pants overall experienced a subjective improvement
(as judged by their study partners) over the course of
the study period in which they received the treatment.

CNS Vital Signs is a computerized neuropsy-
chological assessment used to evaluate cognitive
performance and change. The reliability and valid-
ity of this battery have been described in previous
publications [24], and this assessment tool is more
sensitive than the MoCA in the identification of
MCI [25]. The test battery administered for this
study included assessments of verbal memory, visual
memory (both immediate and delayed), symbol
digit coding, Stroop performance, shifting attention,
continuous performance, and finger-tapping. Age-
matched domain standard scores and percentile ranks
were calculated for visual memory, verbal mem-
ory, composite memory, motor speed, psychomotor
speed, processing speed, reaction time, cognitive
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Fig. 1. Neurocognitive index for all 25 patients at baseline, 3 months, 6 months, and 9 months of treatment.

Fig. 2. Neurocognitive indices (NCI) for the 25 patients at base-
line, 3 months, 6 months, and 9 months. Dots represent scores,
boxes represent second and third quartiles, horizontal lines within
boxes represent medians, x represents means, and whiskers rep-
resent first and fourth quartiles. The ordinate represents NCI as
percentile for age.

flexibility, simple attention, complex attention, and
executive function, as well as an omnibus domain
score, NCI.

Figure 1 shows CNS Vital Signs results of the NCI
from all patients who completed the study at base-
line, 3 months, 6 months, and 9 months of treatment.
Figure 2 summarizes medians and quartile results for
the NCI at each time point. Comparing the results at
outset to those at completion suggested an improve-
ment in the Neurocognitive Index from 95.6 ± 8.4 to
105.0 ± 10.1 (p = 0.0001 by paired t-test), which cor-
responds to an increase from the 38th percentile to the
63rd percentile, and indicates an improvement that is
significant.

Visual analysis of the NCI data suggested it was not
uniformly normal across time periods. As such, it was
considered prudent to use a nonparametric related-
samples Friedman’s two-way analysis of variance by
rank to evaluate change across the four periods NCI
data were collected (t = 0, 3, 6, and 9 months). The
overall test indicated a significant difference across
the NCI time periods [χ2 (3) 29.646, p < 0.001].
Pair-wise comparisons with Bonferroni correction
revealed that the baseline NCI score was significantly
different from the NCI score at 3 months (p = 0.023),
6 months (p < 0.001), and 9 months (p < 0.001), with
NCI at 3 months significantly different from NCI at
9 months (p = 0.006).

The range of percentile changes in the CNS Vital
Signs NCI was from –9 (32nd percentile → 23rd per-
centile) to +74 (5th percentile → 79th percentile).
Twenty-one of the 25 patients improved their CNS
Vital Signs NCI scores (84%), one was unchanged
(4%), two declined (8%), and one NCI (4%) was
considered invalid due to visual field abnormalities.

Individual domains of the CNS Vital Signs battery
were also evaluated. These domains were normally
distributed on visual inspection and a repeated mea-
sures ANOVA was utilized. For tests that violated
Mauchly’s test of sphericity, a Greenhouse-Geiser
correction was utilized for reported p values. The
repeated measures ANOVA revealed that mean
CNS Vital Signs domain tests differed statisti-
cally significantly between time points, Pillai’s
Trace 1.0 (F(10, 13) = 3001.696, p < 0.001). Sig-
nificant main effects were found for Psychomotor
Speed (p < 0.001), Executive Functioning (p < 0.001),
Motor Speed (p < 0.001), Verbal Memory (p = 0.007),
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Fig. 3. MoCA scores (dots), means (x), medians (bars; note that
the median at 6 months was 29), and lowest and highest quartiles
(whiskers) for the 25 subjects.

Simple Attention (p = 0.010), Cognitive Flexibil-
ity (p = 0.013), and Reaction Time (p = 0.036). All
of these had significant linear trends indicating
improved performance from baseline to 9 months
except for Processing Speed, which displayed a sig-
nificant quadratic trend, with the best performance
being at 9 months.

MoCA was also used to evaluate the patients (ver-
sion 8.1 at baseline, 8.2 at 3 months, 8.3 at 6 months,
and 8.1 at 9 months), and baseline MoCA scores
ranged from 19 to 30, with a mean of 24.6 and stan-
dard deviation of 3.52. Final scores ranged from 19
to 30, with a mean of 27.56 and a standard deviation
of 3.04 (Fig. 3).

As the MoCA is not normally distributed and rep-
resents ordinal data, a nonparametric statistical test
was utilized. A related-samples Friedman’s two-way
analysis of variance by rank was used to evaluate
change across the four periods during which MoCA
data were collected. The overall test indicated a sig-
nificant difference across the MoCA time periods
[χ2 (3) 16.923, p = 0.001]. Pair-wise comparisons
with Bonferroni correction revealed that the base-
line MoCA score was significantly different from the
MoCA score at 6 months (p = 0.016) and 9 months
(p < 0.001), with MoCA at 3 months significantly
different from MoCA at 9 months (p = 0.006).

The range of MoCA changes was from –2
(21→19) to +11 (19→30). Of the 25 patients, 19
(76%) improved their scores, 3 (12%) showed decline
in scoring, and 3 (12%) were unchanged. These
results are compatible with those from the AQ-C
and CNS Vital Signs in demonstrating improvement
that is significant. For comparison, historical controls

without cognitive complaints reduced their MoCA
scores by an average of 0.52 points annually [26].

Brain training was, as noted above, undertaken
by all patients, and the performance on BrainHQ,
although intended as an interventional component,
offers preliminary insight into cognitive performance
and its decline or improvement during the 9-month
trial. All 25 of the patients improved their BrainHQ
percentile composites during the trial, with a mean
improvement of 21% (range: 9% – 33%).

Brain MRI with volumetric quantification

Gray matter volumes of the trial patients were
increased by a mean of 0.3% on an annualized basis
(Supplementary Table 1). For comparison, longitu-
dinal gray matter volumes typically decrease by an
average of 0.83–0.92% per year for those without
cognitive decline [27], and 2.20–2.37% for those with
Alzheimer’s disease [28].

Hippocampal volumes of the trial patients were
decreased at an annualized rate of 1.29%. For com-
parison, hippocampal volumes decrease in patients
with MCI or Alzheimer’s disease at an annualized
rate of 3.5–4.66%, and in cognitively stable controls
at an average rate of 1.41–1.73% [29, 30]. (Note,
however, that those references did not utilize the
same computerized analysis of gray matter and hip-
pocampal volumes used here, which may or may not
have impacted results.) Thus both gray matter vol-
ume changes and hippocampal volume changes were
observed to be better than expected—not only in com-
parison to patients with Alzheimer’s disease but also
in comparison to healthy aging adults—based on his-
torical studies.

An additional analysis of MRI results was under-
taken using the paired t-test module in Freesurfer
and adjusting for age and sex. We compared changes
in regional brain volumes and cortical thickness
across both scans of the trial participants. This anal-
ysis also adjusted for multiple comparisons by using
Monte Carlo simulation with an absolute threshold of
0.05. No brain volume loss or cortical thinning was
detected in the trial participants across their scans.

DISCUSSION

The proof-of-concept study reported here com-
pares the effects of a precision medicine approach
to historical controls in patients with mild cogni-
tive impairment or early dementia (MoCA scores
of 19 and higher). The magnitudes of effects, pro-
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portion of patients improved, and combinations of
improvements observed here—in metabolic parame-
ters, MoCA scores, CNS Vital Signs scores, AQ-C,
BrainHQ, and MRI volumetrics—have not been
reported previously. Thus the overall results support
the notion that a precision medicine approach to the
cognitive decline of Alzheimer’s disease and MCI
may be an effective strategy, especially with con-
tinued optimization over time. Furthermore, because
of the contribution of numerous systemic factors, a
precision medicine approach to cognitive decline is
necessarily a systems medicine approach.

The approach utilized in this trial departs sharply
from traditional treatment strategies for MCI and
Alzheimer’s disease, which have largely been
monotherapeutic, monophasic, non-personalized,
and blind, i.e., cause-independent, thus not targeted
to the underlying drivers of the disease in each per-
son, but rather to common downstream consequences
and/or secondary drivers, such as amyloidosis. This
is likely at least in part because Alzheimer’s disease
remains a disease of unknown, and controversial,
etiology, with many competing theories, none of
which has led to effective treatment. The dominant
theory over the past three decades has been the
amyloid cascade hypothesis [31], but numerous anti-
bodies targeting the associated amyloid have failed
to improve cognition (although a recent trial that
failed to improve cognition or halt decline neverthe-
less slowed decline by 32% [2]).

The strategy utilized in this study also differs from
preventive management of Alzheimer’s disease risk
factors [32], an emerging strategy whose interven-
tions are informed by statistical associations rather
than by individual network diagnostics, and whose
main purpose is to delay rather than to halt and reverse
cognitive decline, although both strategies are com-
patible in ideology and complementary in practice.

The positive results from the proof-of-concept trial
reported here are compatible with the notion that
Alzheimer’s disease represents a complex network
insufficiency. Therefore, multi-factorial optimization
of network function and support offers a rational
therapeutic strategy. It might be argued that the
strategy utilized for this trial targets associated bio-
chemical pathways but not necessarily causal ones.
However, both the utilization of genomics to help
identify underlying causal factors and the cognitive
improvements documented in this study argue that
at least some of the biochemical targets addressed
are indeed causal. Moreover, due to the small-world
nature of biochemical and signaling networks, tar-

geting a sufficient number of associated pathways is
likely to impact the causal ones, even if indirectly.
Nonetheless, it will be important for future studies to
continue to dissect and prioritize the targeted inter-
ventions in order to develop an optimal protocol for
each individual.

Limitations of the study

There are several limitations inherent to the trial
reported here, as well as obvious concerns. One
potential concern regarding the positive results is
whether they may simply be due to practice effects.
There are several points that make this possibility
highly unlikely: 1) the CNS Vital Signs testing has
been designed to minimize such effects, and this
has been demonstrated experimentally [18]; 2) the
3-month interval renders practice effects less likely
than shorter duration intervals; 3) the magnitude of
the effects (e.g., MoCA increases from 19→30) are
incompatible with practice effects, which are typi-
cally much more modest; 4) different MoCA tests
were used for baseline, 3-month, and 6-month evalua-
tions, with 9-month repeating the baseline version, in
order to minimize practice effects; 5) the AQ-C score
improvements provided confirmation of the increased
MoCA and NCI scores.

A second limitation is that it did not address
patients with intermediate stage or advanced
Alzheimer’s disease: potential trial patients with
MoCA scores of 18 and lower were excluded from
this study, and therefore, although there are anecdotal
reports of patients with such scores showing improve-
ment with a similar precision medicine approach [14],
the current study offers no insight into the treatment
of patients in that group.

Third, the MoCA score improvements reported
here suffered from a ceiling effect, because several
patients with MCI who met the entry criteria based
on cognitive complaints, AQ-21 >5, and qualifying
CNS Vital Signs scores had MoCA scores of 28–30
at baseline. With the inclusion of those 7 patients,
the mean change in MoCA score was +2.96, whereas
removing those patients increased the mean MoCA
change to +3.89. Nonetheless, even with the inclu-
sion of those patients, the improvement in MoCA
scores was significant. Furthermore, the more sensi-
tive CNS Vital Signs test [19] provided a dynamic
range for these 7 patients with baseline MoCA of
28–30 (despite clear cognitive complaints and AQ-
21 >5), and 6 of the 7 improved their NCI, with the
other remaining unchanged.
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Fourth, the MRI effects observed, although
promising, were modest. The gray matter volume
change of +0.3% is ostensibly different than the
expected –2.20–2.37%, but further studies will be
required to confirm that gray matter atrophy is
affected by the approach used here. Similarly, the
hippocampal volume change of –1.29% observed is
better than the –3.5% to –4.66% expected from pre-
vious studies on patients with MCI or dementia [23],
and better than even the more modest loss (–1.73%)
recorded in cognitively stable controls, yet further
studies will be required to confirm this effect.

Fifth, a previously reported precision medicine
approach to cognitive decline [33] showed no signif-
icant improvement in those with MCI or dementia,
arguing at least superficially against the results
reported here. However, that study was more mod-
est in both the evaluation and treatment protocols
employed—for example, many of the pathogens and
toxins evaluated and treated in the current study were
not addressed in that study—and therefore, it is pos-
sible that success with such an approach will require
identifying and targeting the many potential contrib-
utors to cognitive decline, as opposed to restricting
the therapy to a more limited subset.

Sixth, this proof-of-concept trial lacks a direct
comparison to patients treated pharmacologically
or untreated. However, historical data have shown
repeatedly that patients with MCI or early dementia
typically undergo a downhill course [34]; moreover,
the trial noted above [32] included analysis of low-
compliance patients with MCI or early dementia, with
initial deficits similar to the group reported here, and
recorded decline in those patients. Therefore, our
finding of improvement relative to baseline would
likely reveal even greater improvement if compared
to a control group, since decline rather than stabil-
ity is the observed natural course of MCI and early
dementia.

Seventh, since cerebrospinal fluid was not ana-
lyzed for amyloid-beta peptide and tau in these
patients, it may be argued that they did not have
Alzheimer’s disease-associated pathology. However,
the vast majority of patients in this age group
who show progressive cognitive decline, with AQ-
21 >5, abnormal MoCA scores, and who are
APOE4+, do indeed have Alzheimer’s disease-
associated pathology. If the protocol used here were
only effective for patients with non-Alzheimer’s
disease-associated pathology, then the APOE4+
group would be expected to do worse than the
APOE4-negative group. However, both groups—the

APOE4+ group and the APOE4- group—showed sig-
nificant improvements in MoCA and NCI. This does
not exclude the possibility that some of the patients
in the study could have had non-Alzheimer’s disease
pathology, but it supports the conclusion that the pro-
tocol used is effective for patients with Alzheimer’s
disease pathophysiology, at least those with MoCA
scores of 19 and higher.

Eighth, although both biochemical parameters (as
shown in Table 2)—such as those reflecting inflam-
mation, glycation, and methylation—and cognitive
tests improved, this study provides no proof that the
cognitive amelioration was caused by the metabolic
enhancements. However, the application of artifi-
cial intelligence methods to similar data sets from
larger studies may be capable of identifying candidate
causal relationships.

Ninth, the patients who responded to the trial
announcement and became trial participants did not
represent a racially diverse group (24 Caucasians and
one Asian American), probably owing to the fact
that the trial was carried out in communities with
only modest diversity. Therefore, the upcoming ran-
domized controlled trial has added four additional
sites with far more diversity: Cleveland, Nashville,
Miami, and Sacramento. With respect to the trial
results reported here, however, they may or may not
prove to be applicable to non-Caucasian patients.

Beyond the limitations described above, there are
a few points of clarification regarding the study: first,
the COVID-19 pandemic began during this trial, and
may have impacted some of the results. Many of the
patients found themselves unable to visit gyms and
swimming pools, unable to work with personal train-
ers or health coaches, sheltering in place in homes
with high mycotoxin levels, having more difficulty
obtaining the food necessary for the diet used in the
protocol (many elderly were encouraged not to leave
home early in the pandemic), and with increasing
social isolation. A few of the patients reduced their
compliance in association with the pandemic instruc-
tions for sheltering in place and social distancing. In
7 of the 25 patients, their 6-month MoCA scores were
slightly higher than their 9-month scores, and similar
effects were seen for the NCI scores. Thus, without
the pandemic, the improvements documented here
may have been greater. However, although the long-
term effects may be more substantial, the overall
effects on the scores did not affect the high degree
of statistical significance.

Second, there were no serious adverse events
recorded in this study. On the contrary, most patients
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improved their overall health, and unpublished obser-
vations show that some patients will no longer
require anti-hypertensives, anti-diabetes drugs, or
lipid-lowering agents, as they address the contrib-
utors to cognitive decline. This is compatible with
the approach of identifying and targeting the root
cause contributors to cognitive decline, improving
resilience and overall health.

Finally, this study confirms and extends anecdotal
reports that it is possible to reverse cognitive decline
in MCI and early dementia with a personalized, pre-
cision medicine (/systems medicine) protocol, but it
does not show that it is practical to do so. The analy-
sis involved is more comprehensive than is currently
in use in memory centers, the data sets collected
more extensive, the behavioral alterations required
of the patients more demanding, the time required
by the team of practitioners greater, and the cost
significant (although far less than an assisted liv-
ing facility or anti-amyloid antibodies, which are
both much more costly and less effective). Further
refinement and simplification of the protocol may
render it more feasible, accessible, and affordable,
and ultimately, reimbursable. Furthermore, given the
recognized biochemical targets of the interventions,
novel pharmaceutical agents may become a critical
part of an optimal protocol, and, in a complemen-
tary fashion, future trials of new drug candidates may
enjoy more successful outcomes when conducted in
the context of precision medicine protocols.

The results of this proof-of-concept trial support
the performance of a larger, randomized, controlled
clinical trial, which is scheduled to begin in 2022.
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